We are excited about this new offering which will allow children to have a fun, supervised lunch and recess program at the same place they have art classes.

The Lunch Bunch program is led by a Creative Workshop Teacher & Assistant for every 10 kids. Child must be at least 6 years old. We recommend that children over 13 make other arrangements.

Kids bring their own lunches-- please no peanut butter or nut snacks. We cannot refrigerate lunches or microwave items. We do have access to a water fountain if they would like to bring a water bottle.

**We follow the same basic schedule everyday**
- 8:45- 9:00am kids are dropped off at their morning classes
- 11:25 to 11:45 Lunch Bunch teachers pick up kids from their morning classroom
- 11:45 to 12:15 kids eat their lunches either inside or outside
- 12:20 to 1:20 kids ether play on the lawn with other kids in MAG programs or go into the museum to see art/ read/ draw
- 1:21- 1:35 kids are delivered to their afternoon class or picked up by parents

**Why it is fun & educational**
Explore the museum’s collections by drawing, looking and playing quiet “searching” games. Visit the museum’s art library’s children’s book collection to read and see beautiful books. On rainy days we might watch children’s art movies or develop games of our own.

**What we can do**
Play board games. Do simple crafts like origami, paper doll creation, and sketchbook making. Have fun with hula hoops, jump ropes, and tag games. Make new friends!

**What we can’t do**
Enroll children who are NOT also signed up for at least one class. We cannot pro-rate; children are signed up by the week.

**WEEKLY FEE FOR LUNCH BUNCH: $45 PER CHILD**

**Questions?**
You can ask Rachael Baldanza anything about this program via phone (585) 276-8956 or r baldanza@mag.rochester.edu